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CHAPTER 21

Events and Display Hierarchies

In Chapter 12, we studied ActionScript’s built-in event architecture in general terms. In this chapter, we’ll take a closer look at how that event architecture specifically caters to objects in display hierarchies.

ActionScript’s system of dispatching events through an object hierarchy, as described in this chapter, is based on the W3C Document Object Model (DOM) Level 3 Events Specification, available at http://www.w3.org/TR/DOM-Level-3-Events.

Hierarchical Event Dispatch

As we saw in Chapter 12, when ActionScript dispatches an event targeted at an object that is not part of a display hierarchy, that target is the sole object notified of the event. For example, when a Sound object’s sound finishes playing, ActionScript dispatches an Event.COMPLETE event targeted at the associated SoundChannel object. The SoundChannel object is not part of a display hierarchy, so it is the sole object notified that the event occurred.

By contrast, when ActionScript dispatches an event targeted at an object that is part of a display hierarchy, that target and all of its display hierarchy ancestors are notified that the event occurred. For example, if a Sprite object contains a TextField object, and the user clicks the TextField object, both the TextField object (the event target) and the Sprite object (the event target’s ancestor) are notified that the mouse click occurred.

ActionScript’s hierarchical event dispatch system enables every display object container to register event listeners that handle events targeted at its descendant display objects. For example, a Sprite representing a dialog box might register a listener that handles mouse click events targeted at a nested “OK button” control. Or a Sprite representing a login form might register a listener that handles focus events targeted at nested input fields. This centralized architecture helps reduce code repetition, par-
particularly for code that responds to user input events. In the later section “Using the Event Flow to Centralize Code,” we’ll study a code example that demonstrates the benefits of centralized event handling. But first, let’s cover the basics of hierarchical event dispatch and registration.

In this chapter, the terms “ancestor” and “descendant” refer primarily to objects in a display hierarchy, not to superclasses and subclasses in an inheritance hierarchy. To avoid confusion, this chapter sometimes uses the informal terms “display ancestor” and “display descendant” when referring to ancestor objects and descendant objects in a display hierarchy.

**Event Dispatch Phases**

As we just learned, when ActionScript dispatches an event targeted at an object in a display hierarchy, it notifies not just that target but also its display ancestors. The process by which the target and its ancestors are notified of the event is broken into three distinct phases. In the first phase of the event dispatch, known as the *capture phase*, each of the target’s ancestors is notified that the event has occurred. Once the target object’s ancestors have all been notified of the event, then the second phase of the event dispatch, known as the *target phase*, begins. During the target phase, ActionScript notifies the target object that the event occurred.

For some event types, the event dispatch ends once the target phase is complete. For other event types, the event dispatch continues into a third phase, known as the *bubbling phase*. During the bubbling phase, the ancestors of the target object are notified that the target successfully received the event notification. Events with a bubbling phase are known as *bubbling events*; events without a bubbling phase are known as *nonbubbling events*.

The four event types `Event.ACTIVATE`, `Event.DEACTIVATE`, `Event.ENTER_FRAME`, and `Event.RENDER`, have a target phase only. All other event dispatches targeted at an object in a display hierarchy have a capture phase and a target phase. Some event types also have a bubbling phase.

The order in which objects are notified of an event during an event dispatch is governed by the event phase. During the capture phase, ancestors are notified in an order that starts from the root of the target’s display hierarchy and proceeds down through each descendant to the target’s direct parent. During the target phase, the target, itself is notified. During the bubbling phase, ancestors are notified in the opposite order of the capture phase, from the target’s direct parent up to the root of the hierarchy. The process by which event notification passes down through a target’s ancestors (capture phase), to the target (target phase), and then back up through the target’s ancestors (bubbling phase) is known as the *event flow*. As event notification passes through event flow, the event is said to *propagate* from object to object.
Let's consider a simple event-flow example. Suppose the Stage instance contains a Sprite object that contains a TextField object, as depicted in Figure 21-1. As Figure 21-1 shows, the root of the TextField object’s display hierarchy is the Stage instance, and the TextField’s direct parent is the Sprite object.

Figure 21-1. A sample display hierarchy

Now further suppose that the user enters some text into the TextField, causing the Flash runtime to dispatch a TextEvent.TEXT_INPUT event targeted at the TextField object. Because the TextField object is part of a display hierarchy, the event passes through the event flow. During the first phase of the event dispatch (the capture phase), the Stage instance, then the Sprite instance are notified of the event. During the second phase of the dispatch (the target phase), the TextField itself is notified of the event. Finally, during the third phase of the dispatch (the bubbling phase), the Sprite instance, then the Stage instance are notified that the target received event notification. In all, five event notifications are carried out during the TextEvent.TEXT_INPUT event dispatch, as depicted in Figure 21-2.

Figure 21-2. Event flow for the TextEvent.TEXT_INPUT event
Event Listeners and the Event Flow

As we’ve just seen, during an event dispatch targeted at a given display object, that object’s display ancestors receive event notification during the capture phase and potentially also during the bubbling phase (if the event is a bubbling event). Accordingly, when we register a listener with an event target’s ancestor we must indicate whether that listener should be triggered during the capture phase or the bubbling phase.

To register a listener with an event target’s ancestor for the capture phase of an event dispatch, we set `addEventListener()`’s third parameter, `useCapture`, to `true`, as in:

```javascript
theAncestor.addEventListener(theEvent, theListener, true)
```

The preceding line of code causes `theListener()` to be executed whenever ActionScript dispatches `theEvent` targeted at one of `theAncestor`’s descendants, before that descendant receives notification of the event.

To register a listener with an event target’s ancestor for the bubbling phase of an event dispatch, we set `addEventListener()`’s third parameter to `false`, as in:

```javascript
theAncestor.addEventListener(theEvent, theListener, false)
```

Alternatively, because `useCapture`’s default value is `false`, we can simply omit the `useCapture` argument, as in:

```javascript
theAncestor.addEventListener(theEvent, theListener)
```

The preceding line of code causes `theListener()` to be executed whenever ActionScript dispatches `theEvent` targeted at one of `theAncestor`’s descendants, after that descendant receives notification of the event.

For brevity over the remainder of this chapter, we’ll use the unofficial term `ancestor listener` to mean “an event listener registered with an event target’s display ancestor.” Likewise, we’ll use the term `target listener` to mean “an event listener registered directly with an event target.”

When registering an ancestor listener for a `nonbubbling` event, we always register for the capture phase (i.e., set `useCapture` to `true`); otherwise, the listener will not be triggered. When registering an ancestor listener for a `bubbling` event, we choose either capture-phase notification (`useCapture` set to `true`) or bubbling-phase notification (`useCapture` set to `false`), or both, according to the needs of the application.

The capture phase gives ancestor listeners a chance to process an event before the event target’s listeners have responded to it. Typically, capture phase listeners are used to conditionally stop an event from ever reaching its target. For example, a panel widget with an “enabled” state and a “disabled” state might use a capture-phase listener to prevent the panel’s descendants from receiving mouse events when the panel is disabled. (We’ll learn how to stop events in the later section “Stopping an Event Dispatch.”)
By contrast, the bubbling phase gives ancestor listeners a chance to process an event after the event target’s listeners have responded to it. Typically, the bubbling phase is used to respond to changes in the state of the target object before the program continues, and before the screen is updated. For example, a panel widget containing draggable icons might use a bubbling-phase listener to trigger automatic icon-alignment after a specific icon has been dragged.

Unlike ancestor listeners, listeners registered with an event target can be triggered during a single phase only—the target phase. To register a listener with an event target for the target phase of an event dispatch, we register that listener using `addEventListener()` with `useCapture` set to `false`—exactly as if we were registering an ancestor listener for notification during the bubbling phase. The following generalized code shows the approach:

```
theEventTarget.addEventListener(theEvent, theListener, false)
```

Or, simply:

```
theEventTarget.addEventListener(theEvent, theListener)
```

The preceding line of code causes `theListener()` to be executed whenever ActionScript dispatches `theEvent` targeted at `theEventTarget`, after `theEventTarget`’s ancestors receive capture-phase notification of the event.

The following sections present a variety of `useCapture` examples and discuss several phase-specific event-registration topics.

**Registering an Ancestor Listener for the Capture Phase**

As we’ve just learned, to register a given ancestor listener for capture-phase event notification, we set `addEventListener()`’s `useCapture` parameter to `true`, as in:

```
theAncestor.addEventListener(theEvent, theListener, true)
```

Now let’s apply that code to a working example. For a sample display hierarchy, we’ll use the scenario depicted earlier in Figure 21-1, where the `Stage` instance contains a `Sprite` object that contains a `TextField` object. Example 21-1 shows the code we use to create the hierarchy.

**Example 21-1. A sample display hierarchy**

```actionscript
// Create the Sprite
var theSprite:Sprite = new Sprite();

// Create the TextField
var theTextField:TextField = new TextField();
```
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Now suppose we want to register a function, `textInputListener()`, with `theSprite` for TextEvent.TEXT_INPUT events. Here’s the `textInputListener()` function:

```actionscript
private function textInputListener (e:TextEvent):void {
    trace("The user entered some text");
}
```

We want `textInputListener()` to be triggered during the capture phase (i.e., before the TextField is notified), so we use the following code to register it:

```actionscript
theSprite.addEventListener(TextEvent.TEXT_INPUT, textInputListener, true)
```

The preceding line of code causes `textInputListener()` to be executed whenever ActionScript dispatches a TextEvent.TEXT_INPUT event targeted at the TextField, before the TextField receives notification of the event.

### Registering an Ancestor Listener for the Bubbling Phase

Recall that to register a given ancestor listener for bubbling-phase event notification, we set `addEventListener()`’s `useCapture` parameter to false, as in:

```actionscript
theAncestor.addEventListener(theEvent, theListener, false)
```

Continuing again with our TextField from Example 21-1, suppose we want to register `textInputListener()` with theSprite for TextEvent.TEXT_INPUT events, and we want `textInputListener()` to be triggered during the bubbling phase (i.e., after the TextField is notified). We use the following code:

```actionscript
theSprite.addEventListener(TextEvent.TEXT_INPUT, textInputListener, false)
```

Or, we could do the same thing by omitting the `useCapture` parameter value entirely:

```actionscript
theSprite.addEventListener(TextEvent.TEXT_INPUT, textInputListener)
```

The preceding line of code causes `textInputListener()` to be executed whenever ActionScript dispatches a TextEvent.TEXT_INPUT event targeted at the TextField, but after theTextField receives notification of the event.

Note that if the TextEvent.TEXT_INPUT event were a nonbubbling event, then `textInputListener()` would never be triggered. It’s worth repeating what we learned earlier: if an ancestor listener registers for a nonbubbling event with `useCapture` either
omitted or set to false, then that listener will never be triggered. In order for an ancestor listener to be triggered when a nonbubbling event is dispatched, it must register for the capture phase by setting useCapture to true.

To determine whether an event is a bubbling or nonbubbling event, we can either:

• Consult the event’s entry in Adobe’s ActionScript Language Reference.
• Handle the event with an event listener during either the capture or target phases, and check the bubbles variable of the Event object passed to the listener.

If bubbles is true, then the event bubbles; otherwise, the event does not bubble.

The following code shows the latter technique:

```actionscript
// Register a function, clickListener(), with the Stage instance for
// MouseEvent.CLICK events. Note that someDisplayObject must be on the
// display list in order to access the Stage instance.
someDisplayObject.stage.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, clickListener);

// ...later in the code, define clickListener()
private function clickListener (e:MouseEvent):void {
  // When the event occurs, check if it is a bubbling event
  if (e.bubbles) {
    trace("The MouseEvent.CLICK event is a bubbling event.");
  } else {
    trace("The MouseEvent.CLICK event is a non-bubbling event.");
  }
}
```

For convenient reference, Adobe’s ActionScript Language Reference lists the value of the Event class’s instance variable bubbles under all built-in event entries. As a general rule, most built-in events targeted at display objects bubble.

### Registering an Ancestor Listener for Both the Capture Phase and the Bubbling Phase

To specify that an ancestor listener should be triggered both during the capture phase and the bubbling phase (i.e., before and after the target receives the event notification), we must register that listener twice—once with useCapture set to true and once with useCapture set to false. For example, returning to our TextField scenario, suppose we want to register our textInputListener() listener with theSprite for TextEvent.TEXT_INPUT events, and we want textInputListener() to be triggered during both the capture phase and the bubbling phase. We use the following code:

```actionscript
theSprite.addEventListener(TextEvent.TEXT_INPUT, textInputListener, true)
theSprite.addEventListener(TextEvent.TEXT_INPUT, textInputListener, false)
```

If an ancestor listener wishes to be triggered during both the capture phase and the bubbling phase of an event dispatch, it must register for the event twice.
Registering a Listener with the Event Target

Recall that to register a target listener for target-phase notification, we set `addEventListener()`'s `useCapture` parameter to false, as in:

```javascript
theEventTarget.addEventListener(theEvent, theListener, false)
```

Hence, in our ongoing `TextField` scenario, to register `textInputListener()` with `theTextField` for `TextEvent.TEXT_INPUT` events, we use the following code:

```javascript
theTextField.addEventListener(TextEvent.TEXT_INPUT, textInputListener, false)
```

or, simply:

```javascript
theTextField.addEventListener(TextEvent.TEXT_INPUT, textInputListener)
```

The preceding code causes `textInputListener()` to be executed whenever ActionScript dispatches a `TextEvent.TEXT_INPUT` event targeted at `theTextField`. The `textInputListener()` method executes after the `Stage` instance and `theSprite` have received capture-phase notification, but before the `Stage` instance and `theSprite` receive bubbling-phase notification.

The Dual Purpose of the `useCapture` Parameter

As shown in the preceding two sections, `addEventListener()`'s `useCapture` parameter is set to `false` in two different circumstances:

- When registering an ancestor listener to be triggered during the bubbling phase
- When registering a target listener to be triggered during the target phase

Therefore, when a listener registers for an event with `useCapture` set to `false`, that listener will be triggered when the event is dispatched, and either of the following is true:

- The event target is the object with which the listener registered (in this case, the listener is triggered during the target phase).
- The event target is a descendant of the object with which the listener registered (in this case, the listener is triggered during the bubbling phase, after that descendant has processed the event).

For example, the following code registers `clickListener()` with the `Stage` instance for `MouseEvent.CLICK` events:

```javascript
someDisplayObject.stage.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, clickListener, false);
```
Because `useCapture` is `false`, `clickListener()` will be triggered in both of the following situations:

- When the user clicks the display area (in which case the Flash runtime dispatches an event targeted at the `Stage` instance).
- When the user clicks any on-screen display object (in which case the Flash runtime dispatches an event targeted at the clicked object, which is always a descendant of the `Stage` instance).

Notice that although `clickListener()` registered with a single object (the `Stage` instance), at runtime `clickListener()` might be triggered by event dispatches targeted at that object or at that object’s descendants! Therefore, in some cases, a listener function must include code to ignore event dispatches in which it has no interest. We’ll study the code required to ignore event dispatches in the later section “Distinguishing Events Targeted at an Object from Events Targeted at That Object’s Descendants.”

### Removing Event Listeners

When unregistering an event listener from an object in a display hierarchy, we must indicate whether that listener originally registered to be triggered during the capture phase or during the target or bubbling phases. To do so, we use `removeEventListener()`’s third parameter, `useCapture`, which mirrors `addEventListener()`’s `useCapture` parameter.

If the listener being unregistered was originally registered for the capture phase (i.e., with `addEventListener()`’s `useCapture` parameter set to `true`), we must unregister it with `removeEventListener()`’s `useCapture` parameter set to `true`. If the listener was originally registered to be triggered during the target or bubbling phases (i.e., with `addEventListener()`’s `useCapture` parameter set to `false`), we must unregister it with `removeEventListener()`’s `useCapture` parameter set to `false`.

> When unregistering a listener, always set `removeEventListener()`’s `useCapture` parameter to match the value used for `useCapture` when `addEventListener()` was originally invoked.

For example, in the following code, we register `clickListener()` with `someDisplayObject` for the capture phase by specifying `true` as the value of `addEventListener()`’s `useCapture` parameter:

```javascript
someDisplayObject.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, clickListener, true);
```

Accordingly, when unregistering `clickListener()` from `someDisplayObject`, we must specify `true` as the value of `removeEventListener()`’s `useCapture` parameter:
someDisplayObject.removeEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK,
clickListener,
true);

When unregistering an event listener that has registered twice with the same object (to be triggered during both the capture phase and the target or bubbling phases), then we must, likewise, invoke removeEventListener() twice. For example, the following code registers a MouseEvent.CLICK listener twice with the Stage instance, to be triggered during both the capture phase and the target or bubbling phases:

someDisplayObject.stage.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK,
clickListener,
true);
someDisplayObject.stage.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK,
clickListener,
false);

The following code removes both preceding MouseEvent.CLICK event listeners. Because clickListener() was registered separately for both the capture phase and the target or bubbling phases, it must also unregister separately for those phases.

someDisplayObject.stage.removeEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK,
clickListener,
true);
someDisplayObject.stage.removeEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK,
clickListener,
false);

Each listener registration performed with addEventListener() is treated separately, requiring its own removeEventListener() invocation for unregistration.

Now that we're familiar with the basics of the event flow, let's look at an example showing how it can help centralize code in a real-world application.

Using the Event Flow to Centralize Code

If you're waiting for room in a fully booked hotel, it's easier to ask the hotel manager to tell you when a vacancy opens up than it is to ask every guest in the hotel to tell you when they leave. Likewise, when handling event dispatches, it's often more efficient to register event listeners with a display object container than it is to register with each of its descendants.

For example, suppose we're building a simple checkbox control, comprised of the following two classes:

- CheckBox, a Sprite subclass that acts as a container for the entire control
- CheckBoxIcon, a Sprite subclass that represents the checkbox's graphical icon
At runtime, each CheckBox instance creates two child objects: a CheckBoxIcon instance for the checkbox’s icon and a TextField instance for the checkbox’s text label. For reference, let’s call the main CheckBox instance container and its two children icon and label. Figure 21-3 shows our checkbox control.

![Figure 21-3. Objects in the Checkbox control](image)

We want our checkbox to be easy to use, so we design it to toggle on or off when the user clicks either the checkbox icon or the checkbox label. Accordingly, in our implementation, we must detect mouse-click events targeted at both icon and label. To do so, we could register a separate mouse-click listener with each of those objects. However, registering two event listeners would increase development time and, due to the repetition of near-identical event registration code, increase the potential for bugs in our checkbox. To avoid repetitive code, we can instead handle all mouse-click events through a single listener registered with container. Because container is a display ancestor of both icon and label, it is informed any time the Flash runtime dispatches a mouse-click event targeted at either of those objects. Whenever container’s mouse-click listener runs, we know that either the icon or the label was clicked, and we can toggle the checkbox on or off in response.

Example 21-2 shows the code for our example checkbox, with event-handling sections in bold.

Example 21-2. Handling a Checkbox’s events hierarchically

```java
// File CheckBox.as
package {
import flash.display.*;
import flash.events.*;
import flash.text.*;

// A very simple checkbox widget
public class CheckBox extends Sprite {
    private var label:TextField; // The checkbox’s text label
    private var icon:CheckBoxIcon; // The checkbox’s graphical icon
    private var checked:Boolean; // Flag indicating whether the
                                  // checkbox is currently checked

    // Constructor
    public function CheckBox (msg:String) {
        // When first created, the checkbox is not checked
        checked = false;

        // Create the graphical icon
        icon = new CheckBoxIcon();
    }
}
```
Example 21-2. Handling a Checkbox's events hierarchically (continued)

    // Create the text label
    label = new TextField();
    label.text = msg;
    label.autoSize = TextFieldAutoSize.LEFT;
    label.selectable = false;

    // Position the text label next to the graphical icon
    label.x = icon.x + icon.width + 5;

    // Add the label and icon to this object as display children
    addChild(icon);
    addChild(label);

    // Start listening for mouse click event dispatches targeted at this
    // object or any of its children (i.e., the label or the icon)
    addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, clickListener);
}

    // Handles mouse click events. This method runs whenever either the
    // label or the icon is clicked.
    private function clickListener (e:MouseEvent):void {
        if (checked) {
            icon.uncheck();
            checked = false;
        } else {
            icon.check();
            checked = true;
        }
    }
}

// File CheckBoxIcon.as
package {
    import flash.display.*;

    // The graphical icon for a checkbox widget
    public class CheckBoxIcon extends Sprite {

        // Constructor
        public function CheckBoxIcon () {
            uncheck();
        }

        // Draws a checkbox icon in the "checked" state
        public function check ():void {
            graphics.clear();
            graphics.lineStyle(1);
            graphics.beginFill(0xFFFFFF);
            graphics.drawFill(0x000000);
            graphics.drawRect(0, 0, 15, 15);
            graphics.endFill();
        }
    }
}
We've now covered the basics of ActionScript's hierarchical-event-dispatch system, but there are several more topics left to explore. Let's soldier on.

### Determining the Current Event Phase

As we learned in the earlier section “Registering an Ancestor Listener for Both the Capture Phase and the Bubbling Phase,” by invoking `addEventListener()` twice, we can register a single event-listener function to be executed during both the capture phase and bubbling phases of an event dispatch. Similarly, in the section “The Dual Purpose of the useCapture Parameter,” we learned that when an event listener is registered with `useCapture` set to `false`, that listener might be triggered during the target phase or during the bubbling phase of an event dispatch. Hence, when an event-listener function is executed in response to an event, the current event phase is not always known. Accordingly, ActionScript provides the `Event` class’s instance variable `eventPhase`, which can be used within an event listener function to deduce the current event phase.

The `eventPhase` variable indicates whether the current event dispatch is in the capture phase, the target phase, or the bubbling phase. When the event dispatch is in the capture phase, `eventPhase` is set to `EventPhase.CAPTURING_PHASE`, indicating that...
the target object has not yet received event notification. When the event dispatch is in the target phase, `eventPhase` is set to `EventPhase.AT_TARGET`, indicating that the target object is currently processing the event. When the event dispatch is in the bubbling phase, `eventPhase` is set to `EventPhase.BUBBLING_PHASE`, indicating that the target object has finished processing the event.

Typically, the `EventPhase.CAPTURING_PHASE`, `EventPhase.AT_TARGET`, and `EventPhase.BUBBLING_PHASE` constants have the integer values 1, 2, and 3, respectively, but those values are considered subject to change, and should never be used directly. Instead, to determine the current event phase within an event listener function, always compare the `eventPhase` variable to the `EventPhase` class constants. For example, always use code like this:

``` ActionScript 
private function someListener (e:Event):void {
    if (e.eventPhase == EventPhase.AT_TARGET) {
        // This listener was triggered during the target phase...
    }
}
```

And never use code like this:

``` ActionScript 
private function someListener (e:Event):void {
    // Bad code! Never use the EventPhase constant values directly!
    if (e.eventPhase == 2) {
        // This listener was triggered during the target phase...
    }
}
```

The following code demonstrates the general use of the `eventPhase` variable. First, the code adds a `TextField` object to the `Stage` instance. Then the code registers `clickListener()` with the `Stage` instance for capture-phase `MouseEvent.CLICK` event notification. Finally, the code registers `clickListener()` with the `Stage` instance for target-phase and bubbling-phase `MouseEvent.CLICK` event notification.

When `clickListener()` executes, it outputs the current phase. Notice that the current phase is determined by comparing `eventPhase` to the three `EventPhase` class constants.

``` ActionScript 
var t:TextField = new TextField();
t.text = "click here";
t.autoSize = TextFieldAutoSize.LEFT;
stage.addChild(t);

// Register for capture phase
stage.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, clickListener, true);

// Register for target or bubbling phase
stage.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, clickListener, false);

// ...elsewhere in the class
private function clickListener (e:MouseEvent):void {
    var phase:String;
```
switch (e.eventPhase) {
  case EventPhase.CAPTURING_PHASE:
    phase = "Capture";
    break;

  case EventPhase.AT_TARGET:
    phase = "Target";
    break;

  case EventPhase.BUBBLING_PHASE:
    phase = "Bubbling";
    break;
  }
  trace("Current event phase: " + phase);
}

When the preceding code runs, if the user clicks the TextField object, the Flash runtime dispatches a MouseEvent.CLICK event targeted at the TextField object, and the output of the preceding code is:

Current event phase: Capture
Current event phase: Bubbling

(Remember, clickListener() registered with the Stage instance for both the capture phase and the bubbling phase, so it is triggered twice during event dispatches that target the Stage instance’s descendants.)

On the other hand, if the user clicks the display area, the Flash runtime dispatches a MouseEvent.CLICK event targeted at the Stage object, and the output of the preceding code is:

Current event phase: Target

As discussed in the next section, the eventPhase variable is typically used to differentiate between events targeted at an object and events targeted at that object’s descendants. Less commonly, the eventPhase variable is used to distinguish the capture phase from the bubbling phase within ancestor listeners that are registered for both of those phases.

**Distinguishing Events Targeted at an Object from Events Targeted at That Object’s Descendants**

When the eventPhase variable of the Event object passed to a listener function is set to EventPhase.AT_TARGET, we know that the event dispatch is targeted at the object with which the listener registered. On the other hand, when eventPhase is set to either EventPhase.CAPTURING_PHASE or EventPhase.BUBBLING_PHASE, we know that the event dispatch is targeted at a descendant of the object with which the listener registered.
Therefore, a listener can use the following code to ignore events targeted at descendants of the object with which it registered:

```javascript
private function someListener(e:SomeEvent):void {
    if (e.eventPhase == EventPhase.AT_TARGET) {
        // Code here is executed only when the object that registered this
        // listener is the event target.
    }
}
```

We can use the preceding technique to write code that responds to input received by a given object but not by any of its descendants. For example, imagine an application in which the Stage instance contains many buttons, text fields, and other input-receiving objects. To respond to mouse clicks when they occur over vacant areas of the Stage instance only, we use the following code:

```javascript
// Register with the Stage instance for MouseEvent.CLICK events.
// As a result, clickListener() will be invoked when *any* object
// on the display list is clicked.
stage.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, clickListener);

// ...elsewhere, define the MouseEvent.CLICK event listener
private function clickListener (e:MouseEvent):void {
    // If this listener was triggered during the target phase...
    if (e.eventPhase == EventPhase.AT_TARGET) {
        // ...then the Stage instance was clicked. Proceed with
        // "Stage instance was clicked" response code.
    }
}
```

To create an event listener that ignores events targeted at the object with which it registered, we use the following code:

```javascript
private function someListener(e:SomeEvent):void {
    if (e.eventPhase != EventPhase.AT_TARGET) {
        // Code here is executed only when the object that registered this
        // listener is a descendant of the event target.
    }
}
```

For example, the following listener responds to mouse clicks that occur over any object on the display list, but not over a vacant area of the Stage instance:

```javascript
// Register with the Stage instance for MouseEvent.CLICK events
stage.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, clickListener);

// ...elsewhere, define the MouseEvent.CLICK event listener
private function clickListener (e:SomeInputEvent):void {
    // If this listener was not triggered during the target phase...
    if (e.eventPhase != EventPhase.AT_TARGET) {
        // ...then the target must be a descendant of the Stage instance.
        // Hence, the mouse must have clicked some object on the display list
        // other than the Stage instance.
    }
}
```
Now let's move on to the next hierarchical-event-dispatch topic: stopping an event dispatch.

**Stopping an Event Dispatch**

At any point during the event flow, every event listener—including those registered with the target object and those registered with its ancestors—can put a stop to the entire event dispatch. Stopping an event's dispatch is referred to as **consuming the event**.

To stop an event dispatch, we invoke the `Event` class's instance method `stopImmediatePropagation()` or `stopPropagation()` on the `Event` object passed to a listener function. The `stopImmediatePropagation()` method stops the event dispatch immediately, without allowing any remaining listeners to be triggered; the `stopPropagation()` method stops the event dispatch after ActionScript triggers the remaining listeners registered with object currently being notified of the event.

For example, suppose we have a `Sprite`, container, that contains a `TextField`, child:

```actionscript
var container:Sprite = new Sprite();
var child:TextField = new TextField();
child.text = "click here";
child.autoSize = TextFieldAutoSize.LEFT;
container.addChild(child);
```

Further suppose we have three event listener functions: `containerClickListenerOne()`, `containerClickListenerTwo()`, and `childClickListener()`. Register `containerClickListenerOne()` and `containerClickListenerTwo()` with container for `MouseEvent.CLICK` event notification during the capture phase:

```actionscript
container.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK,
    containerClickListenerOne,
    true);
container.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK,
    containerClickListenerTwo,
    true);
```

Then we register `childClickListener()` with child for `MouseEvent.CLICK` event notification during the target phase:

```actionscript
child.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, childClickListener, false);
```

Under normal circumstances, when the user clicks child, all three event listeners are triggered—two during the capture phase, and one during the target phase. If, however, `containerClickListenerOne()` consumes the event using `stopImmediatePropagation()`, then neither `containerClickListenerTwo()` nor `childClickListener()` is triggered.

```actionscript
public function containerClickListenerOne (e:MouseEvent):void {
    // Prevent containerClickListenerTwo() and childClickListener() from
    // receiving the event
    e.stopImmediatePropagation();
}
```
On the other hand, if `containerClickListenerOne()` consumes the event using `stopPropagation()` rather than `stopImmediatePropagation()`, then `container`'s remaining `MouseEvent.CLICK` event listeners are triggered before the event dispatch stops. Hence, `containerClickListenerTwo()` receives the event, but `childClickListener()` does not.

```ActionScript
public function containerClickListenerOne (e:MouseEvent):void {
    // Prevent just childClickListener() from receiving the event
    e.stopPropagation();
}
```

Note that the preceding example relies on `containerClickListenerOne()` being registered before `containerClickListenerTwo()`. For information on the order in which event listeners are triggered, see Chapter 12.

Events are typically consumed in order to stop or override a program’s normal response to an event. For example, suppose a `Sprite` subclass, `ToolPanel`, contains a group of interface controls, each of which accepts user input. The `ToolPanel` class has two operational states: enabled and disabled. When a `ToolPanel` object is disabled, the user should not be able to interact with any of its nested interface controls.

To implement the “disabled” state, each `ToolPanel` object registers a method, `clickListener()`, for capture-phase `MouseEvent.CLICK` event notification. When a `ToolPanel` object is disabled, the `clickListener()` method stops all click events from reaching child `Tool` objects. Example 21-3 shows the `ToolPanel` class, greatly simplified to emphasize its event consumption code (shown in bold). In the example, the `ToolPanel` class’s child interface controls are instances of a generic `Tool` class that is not shown. In a real application, however, the controls might be buttons or menus or any other form of interactive tool.

**Example 21-3. Consuming an event**

```ActionScript
package {
    import flash.display.Sprite;
    import flash.events.*;

    public class ToolPanel extends Sprite {
        private var enabled:Boolean;

        public function ToolPanel () {
            enabled = false;

            var tool1:Tool = new Tool();
            var tool2:Tool = new Tool();
            var tool3:Tool = new Tool();

            tool2.x = tool1.width + 10;
            tool3.x = tool2.x + tool2.width + 10;

            addChild(tool1);
            addChild(tool2);
        }
    }
}
```
In typical application development, the `stopPropagation()` method is used much more frequently than the `stopImmediatePropagation()` method. Nevertheless, the `stopImmediatePropagation()` method is used in the following situations:

- When a target object wishes to prevent its own listeners from being triggered by an event
- When a program wishes to prevent all listeners from responding to a given event

Let’s consider an example for each of the preceding situations, starting with a target object that prevents its own listeners from being triggered by an event. Imagine a space-shooter game that includes the following classes:

- `GameManager`, a class that manages gameplay
- `PlayerShip`, a class that represents the player’s spacecraft

The `GameManager` defines a custom event, `GameManager.SHIP_HIT`, which is dispatched when an enemy’s missile hits the player’s ship. Each `GameManager.SHIP_HIT` event dispatch is targeted at the `PlayerShip` object. The `PlayerShip` object registers two listeners to respond to `GameManager.SHIP_HIT` events. One listener plays an explosion animation, and the other plays an explosion sound.

When the player dies, a new player ship is created, and that ship is invincible for five seconds. While the ship is invincible, the `PlayerShip` object’s `GameManager.SHIP_HIT` listeners should not play the “damaged-ship” animation or sound.

To prevent the `GameManager.SHIP_HIT` listeners from executing when the ship is invincible, the `PlayerShip` class registers a third listener, `hitListener()`, designed to consume `GameManager.SHIP_HIT` events based on the current ship status (invincible or not invincible). The `hitListener()` method is registered in `PlayerShip`’s constructor, with a priority of `int.MAX_VALUE`, as follows:

```javascript
Example 21-3. Consuming an event (continued)
addChild(tool3);

// Register with this object for MouseEvent.CLICK event notification
// during the capture phase
addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, clickListener, true);
}

private function clickListener (e:MouseEvent):void {
    // If this ToolPanel object is disabled...
    if (!enabled) {
        // ...then stop this click event from reaching this ToolPanel
        // object’s descendants
        e.stopPropagation();
        trace("Panel disabled. Click event dispatch halted.");
    }
}
}

// Register with this object for MouseEvent.CLICK event notification
// during the capture phase
addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, clickListener, true);
```

In typical application development, the `stopPropagation()` method is used much more frequently than the `stopImmediatePropagation()` method. Nevertheless, the `stopImmediatePropagation()` method is used in the following situations:

- When a target object wishes to prevent its own listeners from being triggered by an event
- When a program wishes to prevent all listeners from responding to a given event

Let’s consider an example for each of the preceding situations, starting with a target object that prevents its own listeners from being triggered by an event. Imagine a space-shooter game that includes the following classes:

- `GameManager`, a class that manages gameplay
- `PlayerShip`, a class that represents the player’s spacecraft

The `GameManager` defines a custom event, `GameManager.SHIP_HIT`, which is dispatched when an enemy’s missile hits the player’s ship. Each `GameManager.SHIP_HIT` event dispatch is targeted at the `PlayerShip` object. The `PlayerShip` object registers two listeners to respond to `GameManager.SHIP_HIT` events. One listener plays an explosion animation, and the other plays an explosion sound.

When the player dies, a new player ship is created, and that ship is invincible for five seconds. While the ship is invincible, the `PlayerShip` object’s `GameManager.SHIP_HIT` listeners should not play the “damaged-ship” animation or sound.

To prevent the `GameManager.SHIP_HIT` listeners from executing when the ship is invincible, the `PlayerShip` class registers a third listener, `hitListener()`, designed to consume `GameManager.SHIP_HIT` events based on the current ship status (invincible or not invincible). The `hitListener()` method is registered in `PlayerShip`’s constructor, with a priority of `int.MAX_VALUE`, as follows:
public class PlayerShip {
    public function PlayerShip () {
        addEventListener(GameManager.HIT, hitListener, false, int.MAX_VALUE);
    } 
}

In Chapter 12 we learned that, by default, an object’s event listeners are triggered according to the order in which they were registered. We also learned that this default “trigger order” can be superceded by addEventListener()’s priority parameter.

Because hitListener() is registered in the PlayerShip constructor with the highest possible priority, it is always the first of PlayerShip’s GameManager.SHIP_HIT listeners executed. When the PlayerShip object is not invincible, and a GameManager.SHIP_HIT event occurs, hitListener() does nothing. But when the PlayerShip object is invincible, and a GameManager.SHIP_HIT event occurs, hitListener() first consumes the event, and then dispatches a new event, PlayerShip.HIT_DEFLECTED. Listeners registered for PlayerShip.HIT_DEFLECTED then play a special animation and sound indicating that the ship was not damaged.

The code for hitListener() follows; notice the use of the stopImmediatePropagation() method:

    private function hitListener (e:Event):void {
        if (invincible) {
            // Prevent other PlayerShip listeners from receiving event notification
            e.stopImmediatePropagation();
            // Broadcast a new event
            dispatchEvent(new Event(PlayerShip.HIT_DEFLECTED, true));
        }
    }

In the preceding PlayerShip scenario, note that although the PlayerShip object can prevent its own GameManager.SHIP_HIT listeners from being triggered, it cannot prevent GameManager.SHIP_HIT listeners registered with its display ancestors from being triggered. Specifically, any listeners registered for the capture phase with the PlayerShip object’s display ancestors will always be notified of the GameManager.SHIP_HIT event even if the PlayerShip object consumes it. However, after the PlayerShip object consumes the GameManager.SHIP_HIT event, its ancestors do not receive notification during the bubbling phase.

Now let’s turn to the second stopImmediatePropagation() scenario, in which a program wishes to prevent all listeners from responding to a given event. Suppose we’re writing a set of user-interface components that automatically change to an inactive state when the Flash runtime loses operating-system focus, and change to an active state when the Flash runtime gains operating-system focus. In order to detect the gaining or losing of operating system focus, our components register listeners for the built-in events Event.ACTIVATE and Event.DEACTIVATE (for details on Event.ACTIVATE and Event.DEACTIVATE, see Chapter 22).
Now further suppose we’re writing a testing application to stress test our components. Our stress-test application programmatically triggers the components’ interactive behavior. In our test, we must ensure that the built-in Event.DEACTIVATE event does not make the test components inactive; otherwise, our test application will not be able to trigger them programmatically. Hence, in our test application’s main class constructor, we register an Event.DEACTIVATE listener with the Stage instance. That listener uses stopImmediatePropagation() to consume all built-in Event.DEACTIVATE events, as follows.

```javascript
private function deactivateListener (e: Event):void {
    e.stopImmediatePropagation();
}
```

Because our test application consumes all Event.DEACTIVATE events, the components never receive Event.DEACTIVATE notifications, and, hence, never become inactive in response to the Flash runtime losing system focus. The administrator of the test application can then focus and defocus the Flash runtime while the test runs without interfering with the test application’s ability to control the components programmatically.

## Event Priority and the Event Flow

When an event listener registers with an object in a display hierarchy, the priority parameter affects the trigger order of listeners registered with that object only. The priority parameter does not, and cannot, alter the order in which objects in the event flow are notified.

There is no way to force a listener of one object in the event flow to be triggered before or after a listener of another object in the same event flow.

For example, suppose a Sprite object contains a TextField object. The Sprite object registers a MouseEvent.CLICK listener, spriteClickListener(), with useCapture set to false and priority set to 2:

```javascript
theSprite.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, spriteClickListener, false, 2)
```

Likewise, the TextField object registers a MouseEvent.CLICK listener, textClickListener(), with useCapture set to false and priority set to 1:

```javascript
theTextField.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, textClickListener, false, 1)
```

When the user clicks the TextField object, the Flash runtime dispatches a MouseEvent.CLICK event targeted at the TextField object. In response, textClickListener() is triggered during the target phase, before spriteClickListener(), which is triggered during the bubbling phase. The two event listeners are triggered
according to the order of the event flow, even though spriteClickListener() registered with a higher priority than textClickListener().

For more information on event priority, see Chapter 12.

## Display-Hierarchy Mutation and the Event Flow

Immediately before ActionScript dispatches a given event, it predetermines the entire event flow for that dispatch based on the current state of the event target’s display hierarchy. That is, the list of objects that will be notified of the event, and the order in which those objects will be notified, is predetermined before the event dispatch begins. Once the event dispatch begins, objects are notified of the event according to that predetermined order—even if the structure of the target object’s display hierarchy is modified by event listeners during the event dispatch.

For example, suppose we have a TextField instance contained by a Sprite instance that is, itself, contained by the Stage instance. Further suppose we register a listener, stageClickListener(), with the Stage instance for capture-phase MouseEvent.CLICK event notification, as shown in the following code:

```actionscript
stage.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, stageClickListener, true);
```

Finally, suppose that the registered stageClickListener() function contains code that removes the TextField object from its Sprite object parent, as follows:

```actionscript
private function stageClickListener (e:MouseEvent):void {
    // If the TextField object was clicked...
    if (e.target == textField) {
        // ...remove it
        removeChild(textField);
        textField = null;
    }
}
```

When the user clicks the text field, ActionScript dispatches a MouseEvent.CLICK event targeted at the TextField object. Before the dispatch begins, ActionScript predetermines the entire event flow, as follows:

**CAPTURE PHASE:**
1. Stage object
2. Sprite object

**TARGET PHASE:**
3. TextField object

**BUBBLING PHASE:**
4. Sprite object
5. Stage object

When the event dispatch begins, ActionScript first notifies the Stage object of the event (1). That notification triggers the Stage object’s listener, stageClickListener(), which removes the TextField object from the display list. Next, even though the Sprite object is now no longer an ancestor of the TextField object, ActionScript notifies the Sprite object of the event (2). Then, even though the TextField object is no longer on the display list, ActionScript notifies the TextField object of the event (3).
Finally, during the bubbling phase, ActionScript again notifies the *Sprite* object (4) and the *Stage* object (5) of the event. Even though the display hierarchy containing the event target was modified during the event dispatch, the event still propagates through the entire predetermined event flow.

Once the event flow is established for a given event dispatch, it is fixed for the duration of that dispatch.

Example 21-4 shows the code for the preceding scenario in the context of an example class, *DisappearingTextField*. In the example, an instance of the custom class *DisappearingTextField* (a *Sprite* subclass) plays the role of the preceding scenario’s *Sprite* object.

**Example 21-4. The immutable event flow**

```javascript
package {
    import flash.display.*;
    import flash.events.*;
    import flash.text.*;

    public class DisappearingTextField extends Sprite {
        private var textField:TextField;
        public function DisappearingTextField () {
            // Create the TextField object
            textField = new TextField();
            textField.text = "Click here";
            textField.autoSize = TextFieldAutoSize.LEFT;

            // Add the TextField object to the DisappearingTextField object
            addChild(textField);

            // Register with the Stage instance for MouseEvent.CLICK events
            stage.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, stageClickListener, true);

            // To prove that the TextField object receives MouseEvent.CLICK event
            // notification even after it is removed from this
            // DisappearingTextField instance, we register a listener with the
            // TextField object for MouseEvent.CLICK events
            textField.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, textFieldClickListener);
        }

        // This function runs when the user clicks any object on the
        // display list
        private function stageClickListener (e:MouseEvent):void {
            // If the TextField object was clicked...
            if (e.target == textField) {
                // ...remove it
                removeChild(textField);
                textField = null;
            }
        }

        private function textFieldClickListener (e:MouseEvent):void {
            // Remove the TextField object from this DisappearingTextField instance
            removeChild(textField);
            textField = null;
        }
    }
}
```
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As we’ve just learned, when a given event occurs, ActionScript notifies the appropriate objects according to the predetermined order of the event flow. In turn, when each object receives notification of the event, its event listeners are triggered. The specific list of listeners that are triggered by a given event notification is determined immediately before that notification occurs. Once the notification has begun, that listener list cannot be altered.

For example, consider a `MouseEvent.CLICK` event dispatch targeted at a `Sprite` object that is contained by the `Stage` instance. The event flow comprises three event notifications, as follows:

- **CAPTURE PHASE**: (1) Stage object notified
- **TARGET PHASE**: (2) Sprite object notified
- **BUBBLING PHASE**: (3) Stage object notified

Suppose that, during the first notification (1), code in a `Stage` listener registers a new `MouseEvent.CLICK` listener with the `Sprite` object. Because the event has not yet propagated to the `Sprite` object, the new listener will be triggered during the second notification (2).

Now further suppose that, during the first notification (1), code in a `Stage` listener registers a new `MouseEvent.CLICK` listener with the `Stage` instance, for bubbling-phase notification. Because the first notification (1) has already begun, the `Stage` instance’s list of listeners has already been frozen, so the new listener is not triggered during the first notification (1). However, the new listener is triggered later in the event flow, during the third notification (3).

Finally, suppose that, during the second notification (2), code in a `Sprite` listener unregisters an existing `MouseEvent.CLICK` listener from the `Sprite` object. Because the second notification (2) has already begun, its list of listeners has already been frozen, so the removed listener is still triggered during the second notification. Of course, if another `MouseEvent.CLICK` event were dispatched, the removed listener would not be triggered.

At any point during a given event dispatch, the list of listeners being triggered during the current notification cannot be modified, but the list of listeners to be triggered by notifications that occur later in the event flow can be modified.
Custom Events and the Event Flow

ActionScript’s hierarchical event system applies to all event-dispatches targeted display objects—even those event dispatches instigated manually by the programmer. When a custom event dispatch targets an object in a display hierarchy, the ancestors of that target object are notified of the event.

The generalized code shown in Example 21-5 demonstrates how, just like built-in events, custom events propagate through the event flow. In the example, a test class, CustomEventDemo, instructs ActionScript to dispatch a custom event targeted at a Sprite object on the display list.

Example 21-5. A custom event dispatched through the event flow

```actionscript
package {
    import flash.display.*;
    import flash.events.*;
    import flash.text.*;

    public class CustomEventDemo extends Sprite {
        public static const SOME_EVENT:String = "SOME_EVENT";

        public function CustomEventDemo () {
            var sprite:Sprite = new Sprite();
            addChild(sprite);

            // Register someEventListener() with the Stage instance for
            // CustomEventDemo.SOME_EVENT notification.
            stage.addEventListener(CustomEventDemo.SOME_EVENT, someEventListener);

            // Dispatch a CustomEventDemo.SOME_EVENT event to an object on
            // the display list. Set the Event constructor's second parameter
            // to true so the event bubbles.
            sprite.dispatchEvent(new Event(CustomEventDemo.SOME_EVENT, true));
        }

        private function someEventListener (e:Event):void {
            trace("SOME_EVENT occurred.");
        }
    }
}
```

In response to the dispatchEvent() invocation in Example 21-5, ActionScript dispatches a CustomEventDemo.SOME_EVENT event into the event flow, targeted at sprite. The event flow is as follows:

```
Stage instance
    |-> CustomEventDemo object
        |-> Sprite object
```
During the capture phase, the CustomEventDemo.SOME_EVENT event dispatch propagates from the Stage instance to the CustomEventDemo object. During the target phase, the event propagates to the Sprite object. Finally, during the bubbling phase, the event propagates back to the CustomEventDemo object and then back to the Stage instance. When the Stage instance receives event notification during the bubbling phase, someEventListener() is triggered. Even though CustomEventDemo.SOME_EVENT is a custom event, it still propagates through the event flow.

As with the built-in events, ActionScript’s hierarchical event architecture can help centralize code that responds to custom events. For example, suppose we’re building an online ordering system with a shopping-basket widget that contains selectable product icons. The shopping-basket widget is represented by an instance of the custom class, ShoppingBasket. Likewise, each product icon is represented by an instance of the custom class, Product. The Product instances are display children of the ShoppingBasket instance. The ShoppingBasket instance has a title bar that displays the name of the currently selected product.

When the user selects a product icon in the shopping-basket widget, our application dispatches a custom Product.PRODUCT_SELECTED event targeted at the corresponding Product instance. Because the ShoppingBasket instance is an ancestor of all Product instances, it is notified every time the Product.PRODUCT_SELECTED event is dispatched. Hence, to keep the ShoppingBasket instance’s title bar synchronized with the currently selected product, we simply register a single Product.PRODUCT_SELECTED listener—productSelectedListener()—with the ShoppingBasket instance. When productSelectedListener() is triggered, we know a product has been selected, so we update the shopping-basket’s title bar with the name of the newly selected product.

Examples 21-6 and 21-7 show the ShoppingBasket and Product classes. The comments will guide you through the code. Event-related sections are shown in bold.

*Example 21-6. The ShoppingBasket class*

```actionscript
package {    import flash.display.*;    import flash.text.*;    import flash.events.*;

// An online shopping basket that can visually contain Product objects.    public class ShoppingBasket extends Sprite {        // The on-screen title bar for the shopping basket panel        private var title:TextField;        // An array of the products in this basket        private var products:Array;        // The currently selected product        private var selectedProduct:Product;

        // Constructor        public function ShoppingBasket () {            // Create a new empty array to hold Product objects            products = new Array();
```
Example 21-6. The ShoppingBasket class (continued)

// Create the on-screen title bar
    title = new TextField();
    title.text = "No product selected";
    title.autoSize = TextFieldAutoSize.LEFT;
    title.border = true;
    title.background = true;
    title.selectable = false;
    addChild(title);

    // Start listening for Product.PRODUCT_SELECTED event dispatches
    // targeted at child Product objects.
    addEventListener(Product.PRODUCT_SELECTED, productSelectedListener);
}

// Adds a new Product object to the shopping basket
public function addProduct (product:Product):void {
    // Create a new product and add it to the products array
    products.push(product);
    // Add the new product to this object's display hierarchy
    addChild(products[products.length-1]);

    // Now that there's a new product, reposition all products
    updateLayout();
}

// A very simple product-layout algorithm that sorts all products
// into a single horizontal line in the order they were added, from left
// to right
public function updateLayout ():void {
    var totalX:Number = 0;
    for (var i:int = 0; i < products.length; i++) {
        products[i].x = totalX;
        totalX += products[i].width + 20;     // 20 is the gutter width
        products[i].y = title.height + 20;    // 20 is the gutter height
    }
}

// Responds to Product.PRODUCT_SELECTED event dispatches targeted at
// child Product objects. When a product is selected, this method
// updates the shopping basket's title bar to match the selected
// product's name.
private function productSelectedListener (e:Event):void {
    // Remember the selected product in case we need to reference it
    // in future
    selectedProduct = Product(e.target);

    // Update the shopping basket's title
    title.text = selectedProduct.getName();
}
Example 21-7 shows the code for the *Product* class.

**Example 21-7. The Product class**

```ActionScript
package {
    import flash.display.*;
    import flash.events.*;
    import flash.text.*;

    // A product icon that can be placed in a ShoppingBasket object using
    // ShoppingBasket.addProduct(). In this simplified version, the icon is
    // simply a text field with no corresponding graphical icon.
    public class Product extends Sprite {
        public static const PRODUCT_SELECTED:String = "PRODUCT_SELECTED";
        // The on-screen label showing the product's name
        private var label:TextField;
        // Constructor
        public function Product (productName:String) {
            this.productName = productName;
            label = new TextField();
            label.text = productName;
            label.autoSize = TextFieldAutoSize.LEFT;
            label.border = true;
            label.background = true;
            label.selectable = false;
            addChild(label);
            // Start listening for mouse clicks. By registering for
            // MouseEvent.CLICK events with this object, we'll receive
            // notification any time its children (e.g., the label) are clicked.
            addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, clickListener);
        }

        // Returns the product's name
        public function getName ():String {
            return productName;
        }

        // Handles MouseEvent.CLICK events. In this example, simply clicking a
        // product selects it, and causes the Product.PRODUCT_SELECTED event to
        // be dispatched. In a more complete implementation, other factors
        // might be involved. For example, products might be selectable
        // via the keyboard, and selection might be disabled during a
        // transaction with the server.
        private function clickListener (e:MouseEvent):void {
            // Notify all registered listeners that this product was selected.
            // Thanks to ActionScript's hierarchical event dispatch system,
            // by dispatching a custom event targeted at this object, we trigger
        }
    }
}
```

Example 21-8 presents a very simple application demonstrating the basic usage of the `ShoppingBasket` and `Product` classes from Example 21-6 and Example 21-7.

```asciidoc
Example21-8.A ShoppingBasket demo
package {
    import flash.display.Sprite;

    public class ShoppingBasketDemo extends Sprite {
        public function ShoppingBasketDemo () {
            var basket:ShoppingBasket = new ShoppingBasket();
            basket.addProduct(new Product("Nintendo Wii"));
            basket.addProduct(new Product("Xbox 360"));
            basket.addProduct(new Product("PlayStation 3"));
            addChild(basket);
        }
    }
}
```

**On to Input Events**

We’ve now studied pretty much everything there is to know about the core workings of ActionScript’s hierarchical event system. In the next chapter, we’ll put our new theoretical knowledge into practice as we explore Flash Player’s built-in user-input events.
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